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INSTAGLAMOUR 
 
Opening 
a quick lineup/ teaser of the items that will be shown in this episode. 
 
#OFFLINETALK 
A short but revealing chat with a celeb, talking about their projects, which can be 
film/music or fashion related. 
 
#HOTORNOT 
When it comes to fashion, we all have our good days and our bad days. Even when 
you're a famous actor, pop star or model, you can't always get it right. In the hits & 
misses of the week we find out which well known ladies and gentlemen rocked an 
outfit we loved that week or one that was badly criticized. 
 
#MUSTWATCH 
In a movie report we will get to know all about a particular film. We'll show you 
exclusive interviews and behind the scenes footage. 
 
#MUSTPLAY 
Always about the music industry, an overview of a specific artist’s life, their rise to 
fame, charitable efforts, how they use their image, ventures into fashion/film, 
surprising moments or a look at how an artist made their latest music video.  
 
- BREAK - 
 
#TRENDING 
Every week we take a look at what’s trending on all the different social media outlets. Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, all are being monitored to 
give you an update on what’s happening online. Why is a # trending? We let you know. 
 
#MOVIEPREMIERE 
Which film just arrived in cinemas? We'll find out in Movie Premiere, where we speak to all the stars on the red 
carpet. 
 
#STYLESNAP 
This item may vary each episode, but is always about fashion. The top 5 red dresses 
on the red carpet, the top 5 most fashionable singers, the top 5 designers and their 
famous muses, etc. 
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#VIRALFEUD 
Of course there’s also a lot going on between the stars online. Celebs bashing each 
other on Twitter, reacting to pics… Each week we zoom in on one viral feud. 
 
#MUST FOLLOW 
Don't know who you need to follow next? We show you one celeb and why you have 
to follow him or her. Whether it’s Cristiano Ronaldo, Kim Kardashian or Margot 
Robbie, if you don't follow them yet it's time to do it now. 
 
Outtro: 
Time's up, but next week we'll have more updates from your favorite celebs, the latest trends and clips you don't 
want to miss! 
 
 
 
 
 
 


